Introduction
Hybrid search methods synthesize desirable aspects of both constructive and local search methods. Constructive methods are systematic and complete, but exhibit poor performance on large problems because bad decisions made early in the search persist for exponentially long times. In contrast, stochastic local search methods are immune to the tyranny of early mistakes. Local search methods replace systematicity with stochastic techniques for diversifying the search. However, the lack of systematicity makes remembering the history of past states problematic. Typically, hybrid methods introduce a stochastic element into a basically constructive search framework. Lynce [6] uses randomized backtracking in a complete boolean satisfiability solver which incorporates clause (nogood) learning to ensure completeness. Jussein & Lhomme [4] perform a constructive search while keeping conflict sets (nogoods) in a Tabu list and backtrack via a stochastic local search in the space of conflict sets.
Our method, called Systematic Local Search (SysLS) [3] , follows the opposite approach. We incorporate systematicity within an inherently stochastic search method (like [2] ). SysLS searches through a space of complete variable assignments and relaxes the requirement for maintaining feasibility. It preserves full freedom to move heuristically in the search space with maximum heuristic information available. While many local search methods easily get trapped in local optima, SysLS records local optima as nogoods in a search memory. Nogoods force the search away from these maximally consistent but unacceptable solutions. Our method is analogous to other diversification mechanisms in local search (eg-Tabu search) but is systematic and inherits the sound resolution rule for nogood learning. In this paper, we extend SysLS for optimization and, in particular, for job shop scheduling problems.
Definition 1.
A nogood is a set of variable assignments λ ⊥ = { x = a } x∈X , X ⊆ V , such that no solution to the CSP contains the variable assignments of λ ⊥ .
Definition 2. Given a nogood search memory, Γ , an assignment x = a is disallowed if and only if ∃λ ⊥ ∈ Γ, x = a ∈ λ ⊥ and ∀ x ′ = a ′ ∈ λ ⊥ \ { x = a } is the current assignment of the variable x ′ . Otherwise the assignment is allowed.
When the live domain of a variable is empty, nogood resolution allows the inference of a new nogood from the nogoods disallowing the domain elements. We define a valuation function f x (a) for a variable assignment x = a which is dependent on the current assignments of the other variables in V . The valuation function is used to guide the search towards feasible solutions. We classify each variable into one of four possible classes within the context of minimizing f x (a).
MAXIMAL:
A variable x is maximal if and only if its current assignment
Otherwise, x is currently not assigned a value.
In [3] , the valuation function f x (a) for solving CSPs is the number of constraints violated when x = a given the other current variable assignments (egmin-conflicts). Hence, SysLS perceives the CSP as an optimization problem to minimize the number of violated constraints while inducing new nogoods at every local minima. In this paper, we consider extensions to SysLS for constraint optimization problems (COPs). A solution to a COP is a complete assignment that both satisfies all the constraints and optimizes the objective function, C opt . For most optimization problems, a problem-specific neighbourhood is available for moving in the space of complete feasible assignments. So, here we search in the space of feasible variable assignments and concentrate on improving the objective function. Hence, at every local optimum, the constraints are satisfied but the objective value might not be optimal. We wish to record a nogood that captures the subset of variable assignments responsible for the objective value, thus preventing non-solutions w.r.t. optimizing the objective function. Relying on a neighbourhood that preserves feasibility, we can consider the valuation function f x (a) that guides the search simply as the value of C opt when x is reassigned to a. We can now rewrite the original SysLS algorithm for solving optimization problems. Figure 1 shows the new search method called SysLS opt -N G. The algorithm receives as input of a set of variables V and the objective function C opt . It outputs the first optimal solution or the best solution found. The variable ordering select(V ) is based on the classification of variables into the classes described above 1 . It is specified by a precedence order among the classes and then an order between the variables in each class. SysLS opt -N G is parameterized by the variable ordering relation similarly to the original SysLS schema. Once a variable is chosen, the action taken is specified by assign(x) according to the following state transition rules for variables: 
Case Study: the Job Shop Scheduling Problem
We provide a case study of applying SysLS opt -N G to job shop problems (JSPs). Every JSP has n jobs and m machines. Each job j ∈ J consists of exactly m operations and each of the m operations is processed on a different machine. The precedence relations between operations of the same job (R J ) are fixed. Each operation has a specified duration. For a complete schedule, no two operations can execute on the same machine at the same time. The objective function (C opt ) is to minimize the makespan, i.e. the time at which the last operation finishes execution. The JSP is known to be NP-hard. Below we formulate the JSP as a constraint optimization problem. A variable v is defined as the ordering between two different operations processed on the same machine. For every variable, the domain D contains only two values D = {≺, ≻} specifying the ordering. The subset of m × (n − 1) variables corresponding to the processing sequence on the m machines is denoted V 1 . A complete JSP schedule can be represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G where the nodes are operations and precedence relations in R J and V 1 are the arcs between operations whose length is equal to the duration of the source operation. Every operation is scheduled at its earliest start time determined by G and the makespan is equal to the length of the critical path in G. The critical path involves arcs corresponding to some precedence relations in R J and some variables in V 1 . Such a set of variables on the critical path is denoted by
. If the neighbourhood only changes variable assignments in V 2 , then the schedule remains feasible as shown in [5] . At a local optimum, SysLS opt -N G induces a nogood on the subset of variable assignments responsible for the makespan. Since it is solely determined by the critical path, the nogood contains only the variable assignments in V 2 .
Theorem 1. If any nogood recorded at a local optima represents the assignment of V 2 , then nogood resolution is sound with respect to finding the optimal solution. (Proof omitted)
The parameterized components of the algorithm (Fig 1) are implemented as:
1. initial solution -The operations on a machine are ordered by their precedence ordering in their respective jobs.
select(V) -The precedence between variable classes is SUBMAXIMAL ≺
INF. The variable ordering within the variable class SUBMAXIMAL is bestimprovement. Under class INF, we choose a recency-based diversification scheme. The preference is first given to the oldest variable assignment. Ties are broken by the shorter makespan value. In addition, we never choose an INF variable whose live domain is empty. 3. stopping criterion -Stop when either known optimal makespan is reached or the maximum number of iterations has been executed.
Experimental Results
The empirical evaluation of SysLS opt -N G is on the well-known Lawrence benchmark 2 . We compare our results with two standard heuristic approaches, simulated annealing (SA) [5] and Tabu search (TB) [1] . We also consider two stateof-the-art specialized approaches: a fast taboo search (TSF) [7] , and a tabu search using shifting bottleneck procedure (TSB) [8] . The maximum number of iterations is set to 20000 similarly to the other authors. All the experiments are run on a PC with an Intel 2.8 GHz processor and 512 MB memory. Table 1 shows results in terms of the relative error 3 . Table 2 summarizes the best makespan, the mean relative error (M RE) and the mean run-time over 10 runs (t) of some very hard instances. The SysLS opt -N G performs extremely well on the 40 Lawrence instances where 27 are solved optimally (OP T in Table 1 ) and the best makespan values are generally within 2% of the optimal. The SysLS opt -N G is Table 2 . Comparison of best make span on a few hard Lawrence instances a hybrid search method that combines desirable properties from systematic and stochastic search methods. The experimental results show that it finds better solutions than the general local search methods and compares favourably to the specialized heuristic approaches. Unlike other approaches which are specially designed for the JSP, the SysLS opt -N G is a very general method for solving COPs.
